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Abstract 45 

Dental caries is the most common chronic infectious disease globally. The microbial communities 46 

associated with caries have mainly been examined using relatively low-resolution 16S rRNA gene 47 

amplicon sequencing and/or using downstream analyses that are unsound for the compositional 48 

nature of the data provided by sequencing.  Additionally, the relationship between caries, oral 49 

microbiome composition, and host immunological markers has not been explored.  In this study, 50 

the oral microbiome and a panel of 38 host markers was analyzed across the saliva from 23 51 

children with dentin caries and 24 children with healthy dentition.  Metagenomic sequencing, 52 

followed by investigation using tools designed to be robust for compositional data, illustrated 53 

that several Prevotella spp. were prevalent in caries, while Rothia spp. were associated with the 54 

health.  The contributional diversity (extent to which multiple taxa contribute to each pathway) 55 

of functional pathways present in the oral microbiome was decreased in the caries group.  This 56 

decrease was especially noticeable in several pathways known to impede caries pathogenesis, 57 

including arginine and branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis.  10 host immunological markers 58 

were found to be significantly elevated in the saliva of the caries group, and microbe-metabolite 59 

co-occurrence analysis provided an atlas of relationships contributing to the bi-directional 60 

influence between the oral microbiome and the host immune system.  Finally, 527 metagenome-61 

assembled genomes were obtained from the metagenomics data, representing 151 species.  23 62 

taxa were novel genera/species and a further 20 taxa were novel species.  This study thus serves 63 

as a model analysis pipeline that will tremendously expand our knowledge of the oral microbiome 64 

and its relationship to dental caries once applied to large populations. 65 

   66 
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Introduction 67 

Dental caries is the most common chronic infectious disease and will afflict well over half of the 68 

global human population at some point in their lives.  Dental caries is particularly problematic in 69 

children, where it is five times more common than asthma, the second most common chronic 70 

disease.  This extreme prevalence translates to an extraordinary economic burden.  Caries 71 

disproportionally afflicts vulnerable populations least able to access and afford proper treatment 72 

(1).  Historically, members of the acid-producing and acid-tolerant mutans group of streptococci, 73 

particularly the paradigm species of the group, Streptococcus mutans, were considered the 74 

etiologic agents of the disease (2).  While caries is certainly an infectious and transmissible 75 

disease caused by the oral microbiota, it is now understood to be multifactorial and ecology-76 

based, because although mutans streptococci are commonly associated with caries, they are 77 

neither necessary nor sufficient to cause disease (3). Interplay between host genetic and 78 

immunological factors, diet and hygiene habits, and the oral microbiota affect clinical development 79 

of the disease (1, 4).  80 

 Second-generation sequencing techniques enabled many studies characterizing the oral 81 

microbiome to distinguish healthy individuals from those with dental caries.  The highlights and 82 

challenges of this progress have been the subject of several excellent recent reviews (5-7).  These 83 

studies of the oral microbiome in the context of dental caries have yielded varied results, 84 

particularly vis-à-vis the association (and therefore inferred importance) of S. mutans and other 85 

taxa with the disease.  This has rightfully led to some debate regarding the long-standing dogma 86 

that S. mutans is a keystone species in caries pathogenesis (3, 8, 9).  These studies used widely 87 

different sampling techniques, library prep methods, and data analysis methods, which contribute 88 

substantially to variation among studies.  Furthermore, ethnicity, immunology, diet, hygiene and 89 

other factors also likely contribute variability and are difficult to control.  Finally, because 90 

microbiome sequencing provides data in the form of relative abundances, inferring absolute fold-91 

changes or correlations is inherently problematic (10-13).  Numerous microbiome studies have 92 
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drawn biological conclusions based on the application of conventional statistical tools to 93 

compositional data, which has been shown to have unacceptably high false discovery rates and 94 

lead to spurious hypotheses (11). 95 

The overwhelming majority of studies examining the microbiome associated with caries 96 

have utilized 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing (“16S sequencing”) (9).  While 16S 97 

sequencing is widely used, relatively inexpensive, and has significantly advanced the field of 98 

microbiology, there are a number of disadvantages to using this technique.  These include the 99 

biases introduced during the PCR amplification step (i.e. different 16S amplicons amplify at 100 

different efficiencies for various species and genera), biases due to the fact that many taxa encode 101 

differing copy numbers of the 16S gene, and the inability to distinguish organisms at the strain, 102 

species, or, occasionally, even higher taxonomic level (14-17).  For example, S. mutans, an 103 

overtly cariogenic species, and Streptococcus gordonii, largely associated with good dental 104 

health, are both simply identified as ‘Streptococcus’ in many 16S-based studies.  In addition, 105 

studies have suggested that compositional differences at the species level can, at times, be less 106 

reflective of the health of a microbial community than differences in the metabolic functions of the 107 

community (i.e. interpersonal microbial taxonomic profiles may be significantly different, but 108 

communities remain more or less functionally equivalent) (18).  Although bioinformatics tools, 109 

such as PICRUSt (19), predict community functions based on 16S amplicon sequencing, 110 

evidence continues to mount that the pan-genomic (i.e. intra-species) diversity of many individual 111 

taxa is massive, limiting the utility of such predictions when the key genes involved in a biological 112 

process are not conserved phylogenetically or among strains of a species.  In the case of dental 113 

caries, this strain-to-strain variation is well-documented to affect both virulence of pathogens (e.g. 114 

S. mutans) and protective effects of commensals (e.g. S. gordonii), further illustrating a need for 115 

studies utilizing more in-depth sequencing and analysis methods (5).  Although several shotgun 116 

metagenomic surveys of the oral microbiota have been performed (20-23), they have not 117 
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employed differential ranking techniques with consistent reference frames, as detailed in Morton 118 

et al. 2019 (13). 119 

 In this study, shotgun metagenomic sequencing was used to examine the oral microbiome 120 

of 23 children with severe dentin caries, compared to 24 children with good dental health.  The 121 

study groups were not equal numbers due to difficulties in recruitment.  This shotgun sequencing, 122 

followed by investigation using state-of-the-art tools for analysis of compositional data and 123 

generation of metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), allowed identification and relative 124 

quantification of species and strain-level taxa, analysis of the functional pathways present, and 125 

reconstruction of high-quality species-level genomes, including those of nearly 50 novel taxa.   126 

The oral samples utilized for metagenomic sequencing were also tested for the presence 127 

of 38 salivary immunological markers, 10 of which were significantly elevated in the caries group.  128 

Although dental caries pathogenesis originates on the non-shedding, hard surface of the tooth, 129 

the immunology of the human host nevertheless plays a critical role in disease prevention or 130 

progression.  Both the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system influence caries, and past 131 

proof-of-principle studies explored the possibility of several active and passive vaccine strategies 132 

to prevent caries (reviewed in (24, 25)).  In recent years, however, research regarding the 133 

immunological component of dental caries has lagged well behind study of the microbiological 134 

component.  This is due at least in part to the prevailing perception of dental caries as an ‘over-135 

the-counter’ disease (26).  The oral microbiota clearly influences the host immune system and 136 

vice-versa, and it is likely that in cases of good oral health, the immune system has evolved to 137 

tolerate and facilitate maintenance of a commensal, yet territorial oral microbiota that prevents 138 

the establishment of foreign pathogens (27).  The co-occurrence analysis performed in this study 139 

between microbial features and salivary immunological markers provides the first detailed look at 140 

potential cross-talk between the oral microbiota and the immune system of the human host during 141 

advanced dental caries compared to health. 142 

  143 
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RESULTS 144 
 145 

Study design (Figure 1A).  Details of the clinical sampling, as well as inclusion and exclusion 146 

criteria are provided in the MATERIALS AND METHODS section.  In brief, 47 participants aged 4-11 147 

received a comprehensive oral examination, and their dental caries status was recorded using 148 

decayed (d), missing due to decay (m), or filled (f) teeth in primary and permanent dentitions 149 

(dmft/DMFT) by a clinician (Fig 1A).  A summary of the collected subject metadata is provided in 150 

Table S1.  Subjects were dichotomized into two groups: healthy (0 decayed, missing, or filled 151 

teeth [DMFT]), or caries (³ 2 active caries lesions with penetration through the enamel into the 152 

underlying dentin, only lesions at least 2 mm in depth were considered).  All subjects provided 2 153 

ml of unstimulated saliva and 2ml of stimulated saliva, which was clarified by centrifugation.  DNA 154 

was extracted from the stimulated saliva samples and subjected to Illumina sequencing and 155 

metagenomics analysis as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS.  The concentration of 38 156 

immunological markers in the unstimulated saliva samples were determined using a multiplex 157 

Luminex bead immunoassay performed by Westcoast Biosciences.  Dataset S1 contains the 158 

comprehensive output of the Luminex assay.  A detailed summary of the bioinformatics tools and 159 

pipelines used in this study are provided in Figure 1B. 160 

 161 

In this study group, Prevotella spp. were associated with disease, while Rothia spp. were 162 

associated with good dental health.  Following quality control performed by KneadData 163 

(available at https://bitbucket.org/biobakery/kneaddata), MetaPhlAn2 (28) was utilized to 164 

determine the relative abundance of microbial taxa within each sample.  The most abundant taxa 165 

across all samples belonged to the taxonomic groups Prevotella, Veillonella, Porphyromonas, 166 

Rothia, Haemophilus, Streptococcus, and Saccharibacteria (Figure 2A and S1).  Notable trends 167 

included a higher relative abundance of Rothia spp., Porphyromonas sp. oral taxon 270, 168 

Haemophilus parainfluenzae and Streptococcus sanguinis in the saliva from healthy children 169 
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(Figure 2A).  Meanwhile, although S. mutans was detected at higher relative abundances in the 170 

saliva derived from the children with caries, S. mutans and the other canonical caries pathogen, 171 

Streptococcus sobrinus, were observed in comparably low relative abundances overall, and only 172 

within 11 and 3 samples, respectively (S. mutans: 7 caries and 4 healthy; S. sobrinus: 2 caries, 1 173 

healthy).  The complete taxonomic table generated by MetaPhlAn2 is provided in Table S2 and a 174 

heatmap is provided in Figure S1. 175 

Alpha diversity (within-sample diversity), was calculated using QIIME2 (29), was not 176 

significantly different between the healthy and caries groups, and was not correlated to DMFT 177 

scores, Age, Lesion Depth, or the Number of Lesions, according to the Shannon and Simpson 178 

metrics (data not shown).  Beta diversity (between sample diversity) was determined using 179 

DEICODE (30), which utilizes matrix completion and robust Aitchison principal component 180 

analysis (RPCA), providing several advantages over other tools, including the ability to accurately 181 

handle sparse datasets (e.g. in most microbial communities, most taxa are not present in a 182 

majority of samples), scale invariance (negating the need for rarefaction) and preservation of 183 

feature loadings (facilitating the analysis of which taxa are driving the differences in the ordination 184 

space)(30).  DEICODE illustrated a clear difference in beta diversity between the healthy and 185 

caries subject groups (Figure 2B), which was statistically significant based upon a PERMANOVA 186 

(p = 0.003), and occurred mainly along Axis 2 (the vertical axis).  The 15 species that were the 187 

most significant drivers of distance in ordination space are illustrated by the vectors in Figure 2B.  188 

Qurro (doi:10.5281/zenodo.3369454) was used to visualize and identify taxa driving the 189 

differences along Axis 2, which seemed to correspond to separation between the healthy and 190 

caries samples in the ordination space (Figure 2C).  Prevotella histicola, Prevotella salivae, and 191 

Prevotella pallens were the top 3 drivers in the positive direction along Axis 2 (corresponding to 192 

the caries samples), while Rothia mucilaginosa and Rothia aeria were the top 2 drivers in the 193 

negative direction along Axis 2 (corresponding to the healthy samples) (Figure 2C).  Certain 194 

Neisseria and Haemophilus spp. also seemed to be generally associated with the healthy 195 
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samples (Figure 2B and C).  S. mutans, the classic caries pathogen, did not appear to be a major 196 

driver of beta diversity, according to DEICODE (Figure 2C).  197 

 198 

Differential ranking reveals S. mutans is significantly associated with caries.  As the 199 

patterns observed above used taxa ranked in an unsupervised manner, it was important to 200 

determine which taxa were directly associated with disease status (and not simply Axis 2 of the 201 

DEICODE biplot).  Songbird (13) and Qurro were used to respectively calculate and display the 202 

differential ranks of taxa directly associated with health versus disease (Figure 2D).  Because this 203 

method is sensitive to sparsity, only species observed in at least 10 samples and having over 204 

10,000 total predicted counts were analyzed here.  A similar pattern was observed using this 205 

approach, with several Prevotella species the most correlated taxa the caries samples and all 3 206 

observed Rothia species correlated with the health samples, as were most Neisseria and 207 

Haemophilus spp. (Figure 2D).  Differential ranks are listed in Table S3.  Interestingly, S. mutans, 208 

the classic caries pathogen, was the third-highest-ranked taxon in association with the caries 209 

samples (Figure 2D).  Log ratios are a preferable way to examine differences within compositional 210 

datasets (13), and as Prevotella spp. were significantly associated with the caries samples and 211 

Rothia, Haemophilus and Neisseria spp. were strongly associated with the healthy samples, 212 

according to both unsupervised and supervised methods, the log ratios of Prevotella to Rothia, 213 

Haemophilus and Neisseria were examined.  In all three cases, the log-ratio with Prevotella as 214 

the numerator was significantly higher in the caries group compared to the healthy group, 215 

indicating that the ratio of these taxa may have clinical significance and be a useful marker of 216 

disease (Figure 2E).  Although the ranking of Prevotella, Rothia, Haemophilus, and Neisseria in 217 

regards to disease status is generally concordant between DEICODE and Songbird, there is some 218 

discrepancy in the ranks of other taxa, mainly low-abundance.  This is likely due the nature of 219 

multinomial regression (employed by Songbird), in which features with low counts can have a 220 

larger fold change than features with high counts.  Rothia is a genus that has received little 221 
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attention and has been previously associated with either caries or good dental health, depending 222 

on the study (possibly due to use of non-compositional data analyses), indicating that this taxon 223 

demands further examination (13, 31, 32).   224 

 225 

Fungi and viruses are present in low numbers in the oral microbiomes examined in this 226 

study. Unlike 16S sequencing, metagenomic sequencing detects viruses and eukaryotes in 227 

addition to bacteria.  12 viruses were detected in this study, including several human 228 

herpesviruses and several bacteriophage (Figure 2A).  The viruses were detected at relatively 229 

low frequency and did not appear to be significant drivers of beta diversity in this study group 230 

(Figure 2).  The fungal pathogen, Candida albicans is known to be involved in pathogenesis in 231 

many cases of dental caries (reviewed in (33)), therefore it was surprising that it was not detected 232 

by MetaPhlAn2 in this study.  Mapping Illumina reads directly to the C. albicans genome indicated 233 

the presence of C. albicans in the samples, but the number of reads was small, and thus any 234 

fungal pathogens present in the study group were likely to be below the threshold of detection 235 

employed in taxonomic quantification by MetaPhlAn2 (data not shown).  It is possible that the 236 

extraction methods used did not efficiently lyse fungal cells, leading to an observed 237 

underrepresentation. 238 

 239 

There is a decrease in the diversity of functional pathways in the oral microbiome of 240 

children with caries.  To examine the differential representation of particular microbial metabolic 241 

and biosynthetic pathways in caries and health, HUMAnN2 (34) analysis was performed on the 242 

quality-controlled Illumina reads.  The resulting pathway abundance table (Table S4, Figure S2) 243 

was analyzed using QIIME2, DEICODE, and Songbird.  The functional pathways of the oral 244 

microbiome from the caries group had a lower alpha diversity, as measured using the Shannon 245 

Index (Figure 3A), and this metric inversely correlated with the number of lesions (Figure S3).  246 

99.97% of the functional pathway beta diversity was explained by one PCA axis in the DEICODE 247 
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biplot (Figure 3B), and disease status was less associated with functional than taxonomic pathway 248 

beta diversity (PERMANOVA, P = 0.016 vs 0.003).  This reduction in variance made it difficult to 249 

interpret whether any pathways were correlated to disease status.  Rare, low abundance features 250 

were most strongly associated with the caries group, while several pathways, including anaerobic 251 

and aerobic energy metabolism, were associated with health as shown in results from DEICODE 252 

(Figure 3B) and Songbird (Table S5).  One of the advantages of HUMAnN2 is the ability to stratify 253 

pathways by taxa and examine contributional diversity, the extent to which multiple taxa contribute 254 

to particular functional pathway (34).  Across the 69 core functional pathways  which were present 255 

in all 47 samples and had more than 3 contributing taxa, contributional diversity was decreased 256 

in the caries group compared to the healthy group (Figure 3C).  This was more noticeable along 257 

the x-axis, corresponding to alpha diversity, and congruent with the data provided in Figures 3A 258 

and B, which was agnostic to contributing taxa.  Contributional diversity was examined for several 259 

specific pathways identified as health-associated in Songbird, and several pathways that have a 260 

well-established connection to the prevention of caries pathogenesis, including  arginine 261 

biosynthesis (35), unsaturated fatty acid biosynthesis (36), branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) 262 

biosynthesis (37), and urea metabolism (38).  The differences seen in several of these pathways 263 

were particularly striking (Figures 3D-H).  Overall, the data from the functional analyses of the 264 

oral microbiome indicates that there is less variation between caries and health in terms of 265 

functional pathways compared to taxa. However, several pathways were clearly associated with 266 

the healthy samples, including several where the physiological relationship to caries pathogenesis 267 

is understood. 268 

 269 

10 host salivary immunological markers are more abundant in the saliva of children with 270 

caries than children with good dental health, and co-occur with Prevotella histicola, 271 

Prevotella salivae, and Veilonella atypica.  To investigate differences in the oral immunological 272 

profile of healthy children compared to children with caries, a Luminex bead assay was used to 273 
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quantify 38 known immunological markers.  Of these 38 molecules, 7 were at undetectable levels 274 

in >50% of the samples (the columns on the far right of Table S1, with a grey background), and 275 

thus were not analyzed further.  Based on a Welch’s t-test, 10 of the remaining salivary 276 

immunological markers were found at significantly higher concentrations in the saliva of children 277 

with caries.  These were:  epidermal growth factor (EGF), interleukin-10 (IL-10), granulocyte-278 

colony stimulating factor (G-CSF), interleukin-1 receptor agonist (IL1-RA), 279 

granulocyte/macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), macrophage-derived chemokine 280 

(MDC), interleukin-13 (IL-13), interleukin-15 (IL-15), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) (Figure 4A-J).  None 281 

of the immunological markers were significantly correlated with alpha diversity of the taxa or 282 

functional pathways within the samples (data not shown).  To examine co-occurrences between 283 

specific bacterial species and immunological markers, MMvec 284 

(https://github.com/biocore/mmvec) was used to create microbe-metabolite vectors, which were 285 

visualized using the QIIME2 Emperor plugin (39).  Interestingly, there was a noticeable separation 286 

of the directionality of several vectors representing taxa associated with caries (e.g. Prevotella 287 

histicola, Prevotella salivae, and Veillonella atypica) (Figure 4K).  These vectors indicated co-288 

occurrence with EGF, IL-10, and IL-1RA (Figure 4K).  Rothia mucilaginosa, Haemophilus 289 

parainfluenzae, Streptococcus australis, and unclassified Neisseria formed a cluster of health-290 

associated vectors, and displayed co-occurrence with MCP3 and VEGF (Figure 4K).  GRO, MIP-291 

1b, IP-10, MIP-1a, and IL_8 did not appear to have a high co-occurrence with any taxa (Figure 292 

4K).  Interestingly, although Streptococcal species did not appear to be large drivers of beta 293 

diversity (Figure 2B), a number of Streptococcus species did have considerable co-occurrence 294 

with host immunological markers (Figure 4K).  A similar approach was attempted to examine co-295 

occurrences between functional pathways and the host markers, but MMvec was developed for 296 

taxa-metabolite co-occurrences, and the low dimensionality of the functional pathway data made 297 

interpreting the results difficult (Figure S4). 298 

 299 
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Assembly of metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) recovers 527 medium and high-300 

quality genomes, 20 representing novel species and 23 representing novel genera and 301 

species.  A more detailed description of the MAG recovery and results is provided in 302 

Supplemental Note 1.  The metagenomics pipeline illustrated in Figure 1B yielded 527 bins that 303 

were of at least Medium Quality according to the guidelines set forth by the Genomic Standards 304 

Consortium (GSC) regarding the Minimum Information about a Metagenome-Assembled Genome 305 

(MIMAG) (>50% completeness, <10% contamination) (Table S6) (40).  A separate assembly was 306 

performed for each sample, as opposed to a co-assembly of all samples, an alternative approach 307 

used by some studies.  The pros and cons of a co-assembly versus individual assemblies have 308 

been discussed previously (41).  As a result of the individual assemblies, many of the 527 MAGs 309 

were likely to represent redundant species across samples.  Following dereplication using fastANI 310 

(42) and taxonomic assignment using Mash (43), there were 95 known species level genome bins 311 

(kSGBs), representing 376 MAGs and 56 unknown SGBs (uSGBs), representing 126 MAGs 312 

(Figure 5A).  Further examination of the uSGBs reassigned 15 uSGBs, representing 30 MAGs, to 313 

kSGBs, as they had >95% ANI match in GenBank (Table S7).  20 uSGBs, representing 50 MAGs, 314 

that had 85%-95% ANI match to a GenBank genome were termed genus-level genome bins 315 

(GGBs), as the genus can be assigned with a fair amount of confidence, while the species 316 

appears to be not previously described.  23 bins, representing 48 MAGs had no match reference 317 

in GenBank with an ANI >85%.  These were termed family-level genome bins (FGBs), as the 318 

family or higher-level taxa can be inferred, but the MAGs likely represent novel genera.  Although 319 

the GGBs and FGBs on average had lower completion and higher contamination than the SGBs, 320 

all MAGs met the MIMAG standard for medium quality genomes (40) and the FGBs actually had 321 

a higher completeness and lower contigs/Mbp than GGBs (Figure 5B-E). 322 

PhyloPhlAn2 (41) was used to phylogenetically place the uSGBs amongst reference 323 

strains at the order or class level.  25 of the MAGs, including 6 GGB and 11 FGB, appeared to be 324 

Candidate Phyla Radiation (CPR) bacteria.  This recently described supergroup is predicted to 325 
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contain >35 phyla representing >15% of the diversity of all bacteria (44).  CPR taxa have long 326 

been considered microbial “dark matter” and only one species has been cultivated thus far (45).  327 

CPR have reduced genomes and are thought to be obligate epibionts (46).  In this MAGs dataset, 328 

22 CPR MAGs were Saccharibacteria (formerly known as TM7), while 2 CPR MAGs were 329 

Gracilibacteria and one was an Absconditabacteria (formerly known as SR1).  A comprehensive 330 

phylogeny of currently available Saccharibacteria was recently reported, and novel named 331 

taxonomic hierarchies proposed (47).  In the present study, the Saccharibacteria MAGs represent 332 

Groups 1 (order Nanosynbacteriaceae), 3 (order Nanosynsoccalia), and 6 (order 333 

Nanoperiomorables).  A table with information regarding the CPR MAGs reported here is provided 334 

in Table S9 and the phylogenetic trees are provided in Figure 4F (for Saccharibacteria) and Figure 335 

S5. 336 

GGBs other than the CPR included novel species within the genera Peptostreptococcus, 337 

Solobacterium, Streptococcus, Lachnospiraceae, Campylobacter, Atopobium, Fusobacterium, 338 

Thermononospora, Schaalia, Parvimonas, Riemerella, and Granulicatella.  The 339 

Peptostreptococcus and two Solobaceterium GGBs were particularly interesting as they 340 

contained 8, 22, and 3 MAGs, respectively, indicating that these novel species may be somewhat 341 

widespread in the study population.  FGBs represented novel genera and species within the 342 

taxonomic groups Atopobiaceae, Bacteroidales, Campylobacteriaceae, Clostridiales, 343 

Lachnospiraceae, Porphyromonadaceae, and Prevotellaceae.  Details regarding the GGBs and 344 

FGBs are provided in Tables S10 and S11, respectively.  Many of the non-CPR uSGBs were 345 

found in the clades Bacteroidales and Clostricidiales, and phylogenetic tress illustrating uSGB 346 

placement within these groups is provided in Figures 5G, 5H, S6, and S7. 347 

The final set of MAGs was uploaded to the PATRIC database for annotation and curation 348 

using the PATRIC CLI (48), and are publicly available in the PATRIC database and RefSeq. (will 349 

be made live/public following acceptance for publication)  iRep (49) was used to calculate the 350 
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replication rates of MAGs, but no difference in replication rates was detected between caries and 351 

health (Figure S9, Supplemental Note 2) 352 

  353 
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DISCUSSION 354 

 355 

Dental caries has been known to be of bacterial origin for many decades. However, due to the 356 

“Great Plate Count Anomaly”, the true complexity of the oral microbiota (and that of indeed every 357 

microbiota!) has only began to be realized following the relatively recent development of culture-358 

independent detection methods, such as second-generation sequencing technologies (5, 9, 16, 359 

50).  Of these techniques, 16S sequencing has been the most widely utilized technique in 360 

characterizing microbial communities, including those of the oral cavity associated with dental 361 

caries.  However, 16S sequencing provides relatively low-resolution data that is biased, due to 362 

the PCR amplification step, and overlooks crucial information regarding the true diversity and 363 

functional capabilities of the communities present (14-16, 51).  Sequencing is also used to 364 

quantify the resident taxa in microbial communities. However, sequencing provides only 365 

compositional data, which must be handled carefully to avoid generating spurious conclusions—366 

a fact that is frequently swept under the rug by microbiome studies (10-13).  Meanwhile, several 367 

recent landmark metagenomics studies, focused on the gut microbiome, have provided excellent 368 

examples of analyzing metagenomic (i.e. shotgun, whole genome sequencing) datasets, 369 

assembling quality MAGs, and have discovered a vast diversity of novel taxa (41, 52, 53).  Major 370 

goals of this study were to perform relatively deep metagenomic sequencing to observe the 371 

microbiome present in the saliva of healthy children compared to the saliva of children with 372 

multiple dentin caries, and possibly identify novel taxa.  The choice to sample saliva was mainly 373 

due to the ease of collection and ability to obtain sufficient sample volume for analysis (particularly 374 

for the case of the host markers).  While the various microenviroments of the oral cavity have 375 

highly distinct microbial residents, and an ideal sampling scenario would examine diversity on this 376 

scale,  saliva bathes all oral tissues and is generally thought to represent the overall oral 377 

composition (7).  Differing sampling methods are likely to account for a sizable portion of the 378 

variability seen across oral microbiome studies regarding dental caries (7).  Another goal of this 379 
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study was to examine the concentration of host immunological markers present in saliva in caries 380 

versus health, and identify microbe-metabolite co-occurrences using a recently developed 381 

machine-learning-based tool to examine such relationships in compositional data 382 

(https://github.com/biocore/mmvec).  This cross-talk between the oral microbiome and host 383 

molecules in dental caries, compared to health, is not well characterized. 384 

 This study examined the saliva of 47 children, 4-11 years old.  Twenty-four children had 385 

good dental health, while 23 children had at least two carious lesions that had penetrated the 386 

enamel into the underlying dentin (³ 2mm deep dentin lesions), representing a relatively advanced 387 

disease state (1).  Beta diversity of species-level taxonomy was significantly different between 388 

the caries and healthy groups.  Notably, the canonical cariogenic species, S. mutans, was 389 

significantly associated with caries (3rd most correlated species-level taxa according to supervised 390 

methods), but was found in relatively low abundances, and in only 11 of the 47 subjects.  This 391 

indicates that S. mutans, when present, has a large influence on the pathogenicity of the oral 392 

microbiome due to its prodigious capacity to generate insoluble glucans and resultant biofilms (9, 393 

26).  Other oral microbiome studies have found S. mutans at low abundances (20, 21, 54), and 394 

the use of saliva in this study may explain its rarity, and possibly underestimation, here—as an 395 

exceptional biofilm-former, it is less likely to be shed from its dental plaque residence into the 396 

salivary milieu (55).   397 

Both unsupervised and supervised methods showed that Rothia, Neisseria and 398 

Haemophilus spp. were associated with health, and several abundant Prevotella spp. (P. histicola, 399 

P. pallens, and P. salivae) were associated with disease.  Although Prevotella spp. were elevated 400 

in disease, they were highly abundant in all the samples, and this correlation was not as dramatic 401 

as that of Rothia and Haemophilus with health, indicating that the positive effects of Rothia and 402 

Haemophilus may be more important than the negative effects of Prevotella.  In a recent study, 403 

Rothia dentocariosa and Rothia aeria were associated with good dental health (31), while in 404 

another study R. dentocariosa was associated caries (56), indicating that the role of this genera 405 
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in caries development remains nebulous.  The genera Rothia, Neisseria, and Haemophilus were 406 

recently documented to be important mediators of cell-cell interactions within the early biofilm 407 

derived from healthy individuals (57), are among the first colonizers of the oral cavity after birth 408 

(58), and they were indeed largely health-associated in this study.  As with Rothia, Prevotella spp. 409 

have been associated with both health and dental caries, depending on the study.  Our findings 410 

are in line with several studies that associated Prevotella with dental caries (21, 59-61), including 411 

one that found it was the best predictor of childhood caries (59).  These reports were in contrast 412 

to a study where Prevotella were enriched in the healthy cohort (62).  The significant elevation in 413 

the ratio of Prevotella to Rothia observed here may represent a useful novel biomarker for caries, 414 

but wider studies are needed because the present study group was rather homogenous in terms 415 

of host ethnicity and geography.   416 

 Although the alpha diversity of the caries group was not significantly lower when species-417 

level taxonomy was examined, alpha diversity was significantly reduced in the caries group when 418 

functional pathways were examined.  Overall, the functional analyses indicated that the presence 419 

of several pathways is enriched in health, while there were no pathways detected by these 420 

methods that were unequivocally enriched in disease.  Contributional diversity (i.e. how many 421 

taxa contribute a particular pathway to the community)(34) was reduced in the caries group.  This 422 

was particularly evident in the aerobic respiration performed by the health-associated Neisseria, 423 

and several pathways that have been previously associated with the forestalling of caries 424 

pathogenesis including arginine (35) and BCAA pathways (37), which both release alkaline 425 

molecules that serve to buffer the environment and prevent enamel demineralization (63).   426 

A number of previous studies have illustrated that penetration of the dental plaque 427 

infection into the dentin is associated with elevation of a number of cytokines and host signaling 428 

molecules (64-70).  Several of these reports were supported here, where 10 immunological 429 

factors were observed at significantly elevated concentrations in the caries group compared to 430 

the healthy group.  These molecules have an array of functions, and are likely to themselves 431 
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influence the microbiota of the oral cavity (71).  Microbe-host immunological marker co-432 

occurrences have been characterized in periodontitis (72-74), but have not been previously 433 

examined in dental caries.  Machine learning was employed to examine these microbe-molecule 434 

co-occurrences for the first time.  Interestingly, the caries associated Prevotella histicola, 435 

Prevotella salivae, and Veillonella aytpica co-occurred frequently with EGF, IL-1RA, and TGFa, 436 

which were all themselves caries associated.  While this co-occurrence data provides an obvious 437 

chicken or egg dilemma (and it is likely that this cross-talk is bi-directional), it also provides an 438 

atlas of microbe-host metabolite interactions that are most likely to be critical to the dysbiosis 439 

involved in caries pathogenesis, and which deserve more in-depth analysis.  EGF was one of the 440 

markers most significantly elevated in the caries group, and has been previously documented to 441 

be incorporated into dentin and released on orthodontic force (75).   442 

 A further advantage of metagenomic sequencing is the ability to assemble MAGs, which 443 

allow further analysis of pan-genomics, and the identification of novel taxa.  Excitingly, of the 527 444 

MAGs reported in this study, 20% (98 MAGs) represented novel taxa, including 23 putative novel 445 

genera.  8 FGBs, representing new genera, were CPR bacteria, including Saccharibacteria and 446 

Gracilibacteria.  Novel genera and species were also identified within more well-characterized 447 

genera including Prevotellaceae, Porphyromonadaceae.  Several of these novel genomes, 448 

including uSGBs of Peptostreptococcus, Solobacterium, and Lachnospiraceae were assembled 449 

and binned from a large number of subjects independently, indicating that these unknown taxa 450 

may be widespread in the study population.  The wealth of detailed genomic information provided 451 

by this study invites deeper analysis into the pan-genomes of the various SGBs, and investigation 452 

into the relationship of certain genotypes with disease status.   453 

The execution of the genomics portion of this study highlighted several issues facing 454 

microbial genomics studies.  One predicament is the large and growing number of databases 455 

containing genome sequences from which to choose from, as well as the quality of the contents 456 

of these repositories and maintenance of up-to-date naming and taxonomic information.  An 457 
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example was that the Alloprevotella tannerae genomes in this study initially annotated as 458 

Prevotella tannerae due to the naming used by the RefSeq database, despite the recognition of 459 

Alloprevotella as a distinct genus for several years (76).  This is a particularly difficult issue to 460 

address, as changes to established phylogeny are frequent and occasionally controversial; in fact 461 

a recent study proposed a large overhaul of the bacterial tree of life, with 58% of taxa being 462 

reclassified (77).  Timely implementation of improved phylogeny will help solve another issue 463 

noted in this study, the polyphyly of many taxonomic groups, particularly the class Clostridiales.  464 

Further, as mentioned above, the use of 95% ANI as the cutoff to define a species remains 465 

somewhat controversial, despite increased use and supporting evidence (42).  There were 466 

several rare occasions in this dataset where SGBs, as defined by the 95% ANI distance matrix, 467 

included MAGs that best matched different (although closely related) RefSeq references.  468 

Whether this indicates that 95% ANI is not stringent enough (e.g. these should in fact be classified 469 

as multiple species) or too stringent (e.g. they should all be classified as the same species) is a 470 

debate beyond the scope of this work.  It is also likely that different taxa have disparate 471 

pangenomic plasticities.  Additionally, similar cutoffs and definitions for genus, family, etc. are 472 

even less well-established (77), leaving a large amount of room for interpretation with large scale 473 

studies where high numbers of novel taxa are described.   474 

 Overall, this study provided a plethora of data regarding the oral microbiome during dental 475 

caries, and its co-occurrences with host immunological markers.  The tools utilized to analyze 476 

correlation to between taxa or functional pathways and disease status, as well as host markers, 477 

were designed specifically to be robust for the compositional data provided by sequencing.  The 478 

authors envision the bioinformatics pipelines employed here are a useful template to guide further 479 

studies of the oral microbiome.  Application of these analyses to larger and more diverse samples 480 

will dramatically improve our understanding of oral microbial ecology, and influence of the human 481 

host during dental caries.  482 

  483 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 484 

 485 

Ethics statement.  Child participants and parents understood the nature of the study, and 486 

parents/guardians provided informed consent prior to the commencement of the study. The Ethics 487 

Committees of the School of Dentistry, University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA and the J. 488 

Craig Venter Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA, approved the study design as well as the procedure for 489 

obtaining informed consent (IRB reference numbers: 13-001075 and 2016-226). All experiments 490 

were performed in accordance with the approved guidelines. 491 

 492 

Study Design.  Subjects were included in the study if the subject was 3 years old or older, in 493 

good general health according to a medical history and clinical judgment of the clinical 494 

investigator, and had at least 12 teeth. Subjects were excluded from the study if they had 495 

generalized rampant dental caries, chronic systemic disease, or medical conditions that would 496 

influence the ability to participate in the proposed study (i.e., cancer treatment, HIV, rheumatic 497 

conditions, history of oral candidiasis). Subjects were also excluded it they had open sores or 498 

ulceration in the mouth, radiation therapy to the head and neck region of the body, significantly 499 

reduced saliva production or had been treated by anti-inflammatory or antibiotic therapy in the 500 

past 6 months. Ethnic origin was mixed for healthy subjects (Hispanic, Asian, Caucasian, 501 

Caucasian/Asian), while children with caries were of Hispanic origin. For the latter group, no other 502 

ethnic group enrolled despite several attempts to identify interested families/participants. Children 503 

with both primary and mixed dentition stages were included (caries group: 18 children with mixed 504 

dentition and 6 with primary dentition; healthy group: 19 children with mixed dentition and 6 with 505 

primary dentition). To further enable classification of health status (here caries and healthy), a 506 

comprehensive oral examination of each subject was performed as described below.  Subjects 507 

were dichotomized into two groups: caries free (dmft/DMFT = 0) and caries active (subjects with 508 

≥2 active dentin lesions). If the subject qualified for the study, (s)he was to abstain from oral 509 
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hygiene activity, and eating and drinking for 2 hours prior to saliva collection in the morning. An 510 

overview of the subjects and associated metadata is provided in Table S1. 511 

i.  Comprehensive oral examination and study groups.  The exam was performed by a single 512 

calibrated pediatric dental resident (RA), using a standard dental mirror, illuminated by artificial 513 

light. The visual inspection was aided by tactile inspection with a community periodontal index 514 

(CPI) probe when necessary. Radiographs (bitewings) were taken to determine the depth of 515 

carious lesions. The number of teeth present was recorded and their dental caries status was 516 

recorded using decayed (d), missing due to decay (m), or filled (f) teeth in primary and permanent 517 

dentitions (dmft/DMFT), according to the criteria proposed by the World Health Organization 518 

(1997) (78). Duplicate examinations were performed on 5 randomly selected subjects to assess 519 

intra-examiner reliability. Subjects were dichotomized into two groups: caries free (CF; 520 

dmft/DMFT=0) and caries active (CA; subjects with ≥2 active dentin lesions). The gingival health 521 

condition of each subject was assessed using the Gingival Index (GI) (79). GI data was published 522 

previously (80).  Additionally, parent/guardian of each participant completed a survey regarding 523 

oral health regimen.  524 

ii.  Radiographic Assessment.  Bitewing radiographs were analyzed on the XDR Imaging Software 525 

(Los Angeles, CA). Lesion depth was determined with the measuring tool, and categorized as 526 

follows: E1 (radiolucency extends to outer half of enamel), E2 (radiolucency may extend to the 527 

dentinoenamel junction), D1 (radiolucency extends to the outer one-third of dentin), D2 528 

(radiolucency extends into the middle one third of dentin), and D3 (radiolucency extends into the 529 

inner one third of dentin)(81). To calculate the depth of lesion score, the following scores were 530 

assigned to each lesion depth: E1 = 1, E2 = 2, D1 = 3, D2 = 4, and D3 = 5, afterwards a total 531 

depth score was calculated for each subject.  532 

iii.  Saliva Collection.  Unstimulated saliva was collected between 8:00-11:00am for the salivary 533 

immunological markers analysis. Subjects were asked to abstain from oral hygiene activity, and 534 

eating and drinking for two hours prior to collection. Before collection, subjects were instructed to 535 
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rinse with water to remove all saliva from the mouth. In this study, unstimulated saliva was 536 

collected for salivary immunological marker analysis, while stimulated saliva (by chewing on 537 

sterile parafilm) was collected for Illumina sequencing (to dilute and amount of human DNA and 538 

material present).  2 ml of unstimulated saliva was collected from subjects by drooling/spitting 539 

directly into a 50mL Falcon conical tube (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg PA) at regular intervals for a 540 

period of 5-20 minutes. Saliva samples were immediately placed on ice and protease inhibitor 541 

cocktail (Sigma, MO, USA) was added at a ratio of 100uL per 1mL of saliva to avoid protein 542 

degradation. Then saliva samples were processed by centrifugation at 6,000 x g for 5 min at 4°C, 543 

and the supernatants were transferred to cryotubes. The samples were immediately frozen in 544 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until analysis.  2 ml of stimulated saliva was collected 545 

immediately following collection of unstimulated saliva. 546 

 547 

Salivary Immunological Biomarker Analysis. Frozen unstimulated saliva samples were 548 

thawed and processed through high-speed ultracentrifugation to precipitate cells and mucin for 549 

extraction of proteins. Host immunological marker profiles were determined by Multiplexed 550 

Luminex bead immunoassay (Westcoast Biosciences, San Diego, CA). A total of 38 analytes 551 

were measured, the specific immune biomarkers that were studied in saliva samples included: 552 

Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), Fibroblast Growth Factor-2 (FGF-2), Eotaxin, Transforming 553 

Growth Factor alpha (TGF-a), Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF), Granulocyte-554 

Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor (GM-CSF), FMS-Like Tyrosine Kinase 3 Ligand (Flt-3L), 555 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Fractalkine, Growth-Regulated Oncogene (GRO), 556 

Monocyte-Chemotactic Protein 3 (MCP-3), Macrophage-Derived Chemokine (MDC), Interleukin-557 

8 (IL-8), Protein 10 (IP-10), Monocyte Chemotactic Protein-1 (MCP-1), Macrophage Inflammatory 558 

Protein-1 alpha (MIP-1a), Macrophage Inflammatory Protein-1 beta (MIP-1b), Interferon Alpha2 559 

(IFN-a2), Interferon gamma (IFN-y), Interleukin-1 alpha (IL-1a), Interleukin-1 beta (IL-1b), 560 
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Interleukin-1 Receptor Antagonist (IL-1RA), Interleukin-2 (IL-2), Interleukin-3 (IL-3), Interleukin-4 561 

(IL-4), Interleukin-5 (IL-5), Interleukin-6 (IL-6), Interleukin-7 (IL-7), Interleukin-9 (IL-9), Interleukin-562 

10 (IL-10), Interleukin-12(p40) (IL-12(p40), Interleukin-12(p70) (IL-12(p70)), Interleukin-13 (IL-563 

13), Interleukin-15 (IL-15), Interleukin-17 (IL-17), Soluble CD40 Ligand (sCD40L), Tumor 564 

Necrosis Factor-alpha (TNF-a), Tumor Necrosis Factor-beta (TNF-b).  Quantities of each host 565 

marker were compared between healthy and caries groups.  In the cases of eotaxin, sCD40L, IL-566 

17A, IL-9, IL-2, IL-3, and IL-4, the majority of samples contained levels of the respective molecule 567 

below the limit of detection for the assay.  Therefore, these salivary immunological markers were 568 

not analyzed subsequently.  After removal of outliers using the ROUT method with a Q = 1%, a 569 

Welch’s t-test was used to determine significantly differentially abundant immunological markers. 570 

 571 

DNA Extraction and sequencing.  Frozen stimulated saliva samples were thawed on ice. DNA 572 

was extracted and purified from the supernatant by employing QIAmp microbiome (Qiagen) and 573 

DNA clean & concentrator (Zymo Research) kit procedures where host nucleic acid depletion step 574 

was skipped to maximize bacterial DNA recovery. Libraries were prepared using Illumina 575 

NexteraXT DNA library preparation kit according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sequencing 576 

was carried out at the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI) Joint Technology Center (JTC) by using an 577 

Illumina NextSeq 500 platform (San Diego, CA, USA) (150 bp paired end reads). DNA sample 578 

concentrations were normalized at prior to sequencing.  For 45 of the 47 samples, sequencing 579 

depth was 5-31 million reads per sample.  Two samples, SC40 (caries) and SC33 (healthy) were 580 

sequenced ultra-deep, to 366 and 390 million reads, respectively, to examine the what information 581 

can be gleaned from even deeper sequencing.  The number of reads is listed in Table S12. 582 

 583 

Bioinformatics analysis.   584 

i.  Quality Control.  Raw Illumina reads were subjected to quality filtering and barcode trimming 585 

using KneadData v0.5.4 (available at https://bitbucket.org/biobakery/kneaddata) by employing 586 
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trimmomatic settings of 4-base wide sliding window, with average quality per base >20 and 587 

minimum length 90 bp.  Reads mapping to the human genome were also removed.  KneadData 588 

quality control information is provided in Table S12. 589 

 590 

ii.  Taxonomy of reads.  Filtered reads were then analyzed using MetaPhlAn2 v2.7.5 (28) to 591 

determine relative abundances of taxa.  A custom script was used to obtain an estimated number 592 

of reads using the relative abundances of each taxa and the predicted total number of reads from 593 

each sample based on MetaPhlAn2.   594 

 595 

iii.  Calculation of beta diversity with feature loadings. The taxonomic abundance table (i.e. OTU 596 

table) generated from MetaPhlAn2 was used as input for the QIIME2 (29) plugin, DEICODE (30), 597 

which used Robust Aitchison PCA to calculate beta diversity with feature loadings.  The resulting 598 

biplot was visualized using the QIIME2 plugin Emperor (39).  The feature loadings for Axis 2 of 599 

the biplot (the axis with the most difference in disease status) were visualized using Qurro 600 

(doi:10.5281/zenodo.3369454). 601 

 602 

iv.  Using reference frames to identify taxa associated with disease. The OTU table generated by 603 

MetaPhlAn2  was used as input for Songbird (13) in order to rank species association with disease 604 

status.  The following parameters were used:  number of random test examples: 5, epochs: 605 

50,000, batch size: 3, differential-prior: 1, learning rate: 0.001.  The resulting differentials were 606 

visualized using Qurro. 607 

 608 

v.  Functional profiling of metagenomes.  HUMAnN2 (34) was used to provide information about 609 

the functional pathways present in the metagenomes.  DEICODE was utilized analyze the 610 

relationship between particular metabolic pathways and disease status and Emperor was used to 611 

visualize the resulting ordination.  Songbird was utilized to rank the pathways in terms of 612 
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association with disease status using the same parameters described above and the ranks were 613 

visualized with Qurro.   614 

 615 

vi.  Estimation of species-saliva immunological marker co-occurrence.  The co-occurrence of 616 

species and immunological markers was estimated using neural networks via mmvec 617 

(https://github.com/biocore/mmvec).  The following parameters were used:  number of testing 618 

examples: 5, minimum feature count: 10, epochs: 1000, batch size: 3, latent dim: 3, input prior: 1, 619 

output prior: 1, learning rate 0.001.  Emperor was used to visualize the resulting biplot. 620 

 621 

vii.  Assembly and binning of MAGs.  metaSPAdes was utilized to de novo assemble 622 

metagenomes from the quality-filtered Illumina reads (82).  The resulting assemblies were binned 623 

using the MetaWRAP pipeline v1.1.5 (83).  The MetaWRAP initial_binning module used Maxbin2, 624 

Metabat2, and Concoct.  Subsequently, the bin_refinement module was used to construct the 625 

best final bin set by comparing the results of the 3 binning tools.  The bin_reassembly module 626 

was then used to reassemble the final bin set to make further improvements.  The quality control 627 

cutoffs for all MetaWRAP modules were >50% completeness and <10% contamination, which are 628 

the cutoffs for Medium-Quality Draft Metagenome-Assembled Genomes as set forth by the 629 

Genome Standards Consortium (40).  This generated 527 metagenome-assembled genomes 630 

(MAGs) that were at least of medium quality. The classify_bins and quant_bins modules were 631 

used to respectively obtain a taxonomy estimate based on megablast and to provide the quantity 632 

of each bin in the form of ‘genome copies per million reads’.   633 

 634 

viii.  Determining species level genome bins.  To identify species-level genome bins (SGBs), Mash 635 

v2.1 (43) was used to query all 527 MAGs against the entire RefSeq database with a Mash 636 

distance cutoff of 5 (corresponding to a 95% average nucleotide identity (ANI)).  Although a topic 637 

of some debate, 95%ANI has been used by several recent landmark studies as the cutoff for 638 
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genomes representing the same species.  All MAGs with a RefSeq hit with a Mash distance of <5 639 

were assigned the species name of that hit.  Because Mash can underestimate ANI for less than 640 

complete genomes, fastANI v1.1 was used to compare the ANI of all 570 MAGs and generate a 641 

distance matrix.  This distance matrix was used to create a Cytoscape network to visualize all 642 

MAGs that had an ANI>95% (i.e. link all bins that were of the same species, based on ANI, with 643 

an edge).  The fact that Mash distance <5 and fastANI ANI>95% aligned almost perfectly served 644 

as a useful internal control.  This strategy resulted in 151 SGB’s (91 with no connection and 60 645 

with at least one).  95 SGBs, representing 444 total bins (MAGs), had a Mash and/or fastANI hit 646 

with ANI >95%, and were termed known SGBs (kSGBs).  56 of the total SGBs, representing 126 647 

total bins (MAGs), did not have hit in RefSeq with at least 95%ANI and therefore were defined as 648 

unknown SGBs (uSGBs).  To further define the uSGBs, a combination of Mash distances < 30 to 649 

the RefSeq database, CheckM, the metaWRAP classify_bins module (which uses taxator TK), 650 

fastANI, Kraken, and blastx were used to determine the taxonomy of the uSGBs.  When uSGBs 651 

contained multiple MAGs, the MAG with the best quality score according to the formula 652 

(completion – (2x contamination)) was used to find the best hit.  Previous studies have utilized 653 

ANI cutoffs of 85% and 70% to determine genus and family level genome bins, and a similar 654 

approach was used here with manual evaluation of the closest ANI hits leading to assignment of 655 

uSGBs to genus-level genome bins (GGBs) or family level genome bins (FGBs).   656 

 657 

ix.  Phylogenetic placement of uSGBs.  PhyloPhlAn2 (41) was used to determine the phylogeny 658 

of uSGBs.  The following parameters were used: --diversity medium –accurate.  The following 659 

external tools were used:  diamond (84), mafft (85), trimal (86), fasttree (87), and RAxML (88).  660 

Resulting phylogenetic trees were visualized using iToL 4.(89)   661 

 662 

x.  Inference of actively replicating taxa.  iRep (49) was utilized to infer the replication rates of taxa 663 

in the metagenomes assembled using metaSPAdes as described above.  iRep was then used to 664 
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calculate the estimated replication rate of genera for which sufficient draft genomes had been 665 

assembled from the metagenomic data.   666 

 667 

Data availability.  Sequence data have been submitted to NCBI under BioProject ID 668 

PRJNA478018 with SRA accession number SRP151559.  MAGs have been uploaded to PATRIC 669 

and annotated (will be made public upon acceptance for publication). 670 

 671 

 672 
  673 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 680 

 681 

Fig 1.  Overview of study design and bioinformatics methods.  (A) Flow chart illustrating the 682 

steps taken to get from clinical specimen to bioinformatics data. (B) Flow chart illustrating the 683 

computational methodology utilized in this study.  Input data is in yellow boxes, intermediate data 684 

is in blue boxes, and final data is in green boxes.  For each step, the tool(s) or package(s) used 685 

are provided in italics.  The ‘Final bins with taxonomy’ box is color-coded to match the 686 

metagenome-assembled genome (MAG) average nucleotide (ANI) network in Figure 5.  687 

 688 

Fig 2.  Significant taxonomic differences in the oral metagenome between healthy children 689 

and children with caries.  (A) Species abundance.  Phylogenetic tree illustrating the species 690 

present across the saliva metagenomes.  The relative abundance of each taxa is represented by 691 

the bar graph at the end of each leaf, with the relative abundance in the healthy group in blue and 692 

the caries group in red.  Taxa of interest are highlighted with colored leaves on the tree:  693 

Streptococcus mutans and Streptococcus sobrinus = yellow; Prevotella spp.= red; and Rothia 694 

spp. = green.  (B) Beta Diversity.  Compositional biplot visualized in Emperor (39) and generated 695 

using DEICODE (robust Aitchison PCA)(30).  Data points represent individual subjects and are 696 

colored with a gradient to visualize DMFT score, indicating severity of dental caries.  Feature 697 

loadings (i.e. taxa driving differences in ordination space) are illustrated by the vectors, which are 698 

labeled with the cognate species name.  (C) Ranking of RPCA Axis 2 feature loadings.  Qurro-699 

produced bar chart illustrating the sorted ranks of the feature loadings of Axis 2 from Figure 1B, 700 

corresponding to the main RPCA space separation between the healthy and caries groups.  701 

Prevotella spp. are highlighted in red, while Rothia spp. are highlighted in green, S. mutans is 702 

highlighted in yellow, Haemophilus spp. are highlighted in dark blue, and Neisseria spp. are 703 

highlighted in light blue.  (D) Differential rankings of taxa associated with disease status.  704 

Qurro-produced bar chart illustrating the sorted differential rankings of taxa associated with 705 
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disease status determined by Songbird (13).  Prevotella spp. are highlighted in red, Rothia spp. 706 

are highlighted in green, and S. mutans is highlighted in yellow, Haemophilus spp. are highlighted 707 

in dark blue, and Neisseria spp. are highlighted in light blue.  (E) The log-ratio of Prevotella 708 

spp./Rothia spp. is significantly increased in caries.  Bar chart illustrating the log2 ratio of 709 

Prevotella spp./Rothia spp. across the healthy and caries sample groups.  **, denotes statistical 710 

significance, based on a Welch’s t-test (p = 0.001).  No samples were dropped as all samples 711 

contained these 4 taxa. 712 

 713 

Fig 3.  Profiling of functional pathways illustrates differences between health- and caries-714 

associated oral microbiota.  (A) A greater diversity of functional pathways are present in 715 

the healthy group.  Bar chart illustrating the alpha diversity (Shannon Index) of the functional 716 

pathways present in the healthy and caries groups, as determined by HUMAnN2 (34) analysis.  717 

*, indicates statistical significance, based upon a Kruskal-Wallis test (p = 0.0136).  (B) Beta 718 

diversity of functional pathways.  3D PCA plot generated using DEICODE (robust Aitchison 719 

PCA)(30).  Data points represent individual subjects and are colored with a gradient to visualize 720 

DMFT score, indicating severity of dental caries.  Feature loadings (i.e. functional pathways 721 

driving differences in ordination space) are illustrated by the vectors, which are labeled with the 722 

cognate pathway name.  (C) Contributional diversity of 69 core pathways.  Scatter plot 723 

indicating alpha and beta diversities of 69 functional pathways which were found across all 724 

samples.  (D-H) Contributional diversity of pathways of interest to caries pathogenesis.  725 

Stacked bar charts illustrating the relative abundance and contributional diversity of the indicated 726 

pathways across the samples (D, L-arginine biosynthesis I; E, L-arginine biosynthesis II; F, 727 

branched chain amino acid biosynthesis). 728 

 729 

Fig 4.  Significant differences in the salivary immunological profile of healthy children and 730 

children with caries.  (A-J) Swarm plots illustrating the 10 immunological markers, (A) EGF, (B) 731 
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IL-10, (C) G-CSF, and (D) IL1-RA, (E) IL-15, (F) TGFa, (G) GM-CSF, (H) MDC, (I) IL-13, and (J) 732 

IL-6, which were significantly different between healthy and caries subject groups.  *, p < 0.05, 733 

based on a Welch’s t-test.  (K) Microbe-immune marker co-occurence.  Biplot illustrating the 734 

co-occurrence of oral taxa with immune markers.  The 31 detected immune markers are 735 

represented by spheres, while 15 bacterial taxa with high differential ranks are represented by 736 

vectors.  Red spheres indicate host markers that were elevated in caries, while blue spheres 737 

indicate host markers that were not significantly different between caries and health.  Vectors are 738 

colored by Songbird ranks (Figure 2D) indicating association with caries versus health.  Several 739 

immunological markers of interest are labeled. 740 

 741 

Fig 5.  527 metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) were recovered.  (A)  Recovery of 742 

151 species-level genome bins (SGBs), representing 527 MAGs and ~50 novel taxa.  743 

Network representing an average nucleotide identity (ANI) distance matrix, generated by fastANI 744 

(42).  Nodes represent MAGs, while edges represent an ANI > 95% (the cutoff chosen to 745 

designate species boundaries in this study).  Circular nodes indicate MAGs recovered from 746 

healthy samples, while chevrons indicate MAGs recovered from caries samples.  Nodes are 747 

colored based upon bin designation:  species-level (SGB: known species; yellow), genus-level 748 

(GGB: known genus, novel species; blue), family-level (FGB: novel genus and species, green), 749 

or reassigned to SGB (described in Fig. 1; orange, Table S).  Sub-networks of interest are labeled 750 

with taxonomic names.  (B-E) Statistics indicating MAG quality.  Violin charts illustrating the 751 

Completion (B), N50 (C), Contamination (D), and contigs/Mbp (E) of the SGBs, GGBs, and FGBs.  752 

(completion and contamination were determined by CheckM (90)).  Asterisks indicate statistical 753 

significance between indicated groups, based upon a Tukey’s Multiple Comparisons Test 754 

following a one-way ANOVA. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ****, p < 0.0001 (F-H)  Phylogenetic trees 755 

of Saccharibacteria (F), Bacteroidales (G), and Clostridiales (H) reference genomes with 756 
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placement of uSGBs.  GGBs, FGBs, and SGBs (Saccharibacteria only) are denoted by stars of 757 

the indicated color.  Trees were constructed using PhyloPhAn2.   758 

  759 
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